
Road Deterioration Identification and
Prediction

Challenge Owner: Mobilized Construction

Mobilized Construction provides real-time city-wide data to measure road quality
and identify road deterioration before dangerous and costly road hazards sprout.

Context

The challenge facing many local authorities is perennially underfunded budgets and
few funding prospects. The only path forward is to do more with existing budgets,
particularly in proactive and preventative road repairs. As with healthcare, prevention
is the best treatment. Earlier road repairs prior to larger and more comprehensive
repairs are proven to extend the useful life of roads while saving up to 30% of costs
(Asphalt Industry Alliance).

Challenge

The objective is to build an AI that uses image-based techniques to identify potholes,
defects, and other road hazards in real-time . Additionally, it needs to predict their
appearance before they occur (using time series data).

Mobilized has installed accelerometer- and image-based hardware sensors into
busses and fleet vehicles. The sensors automatically collect and stream data for
further analysis.

The data generated from the sensors are:

1. Image data from a camera capturing a picture of the road in front of the vehicle
every with a 3-5Hz frequency

2.   Sensor data (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer)

3.   GPS data with a 1Hz frequency update

4. Roughness (which represents the road condition) and is calculated from the
accelerometer raw data.

Computation can happen in the cloud and may be distributed.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobilized-construction/about/


Expected demonstration:

Developing computer vision based techniques to identify potholes, cracking and
rutting in real time using images taken from a moving vehicle, GPS data, and
accelerometer data.

Solutions should focus on the following five objectives:

1.   Pothole detection (identifying that an image contains a pothole)

2.   Pothole dimension identification (length/width/radius mm, depth mm)

3. Rutting/Cracking detection (identifying than an image contains road rutting or
cracking)

4. Pothole growth rate forecasting (how much a pothole is expected to grow over
time)

5. Pothole formation forecasting (identifying where potholes will form before they
occur)

To ensure integration with Mobilized Construction’s technology stack, solutions
should be developed in either PyTorch or TensorFlow.

Available datasets:

Image and vibration datasets are available from across Northern Ireland, Barnsley
(England), Birmingham (England). Additional data from other European cities may
be included as well.


